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Expert Oracle GoldenGate - Ben Prusinski 2011-10-07
Expert Oracle GoldenGate is a hands-on guide to creating and managing complex data replication
environments using the latest in database replication technology from Oracle. GoldenGate is the future in
replication technology from Oracle, and aims to be best-of-breed. GoldenGate supports homogeneous
replication between Oracle databases. It supports heterogeneous replication involving other brands such as
Microsoft SQL Server and IBM DB2 Universal Server. GoldenGate is high-speed, bidirectional, highlyparallelized, and makes only a light impact on the performance of databases involved in replication. The
authors share their experience in the form of tutorials on designing and implementing all types of Oracle
GoldenGate environments. You’ll learn methods for tuning Oracle GoldenGate performance. You’ll discover
GoldenGate’s utility as a migration and extract, transform, load (ETL) tool. You’ll learn to configure highlyavailable environments involving GoldenGate, Real Application Clusters, and Data Guard. From installation
to design to implementation and troubleshooting, Expert Oracle GoldenGate helps you master all aspects of
using and applying Oracle GoldenGate as the replication tool of choice in your environment. Explains all
aspects of using GoldenGate for replication Covers homogeneous, heterogeneous, and bidirectional
replication Shows the use of GoldenGate for data migration and extract, transform, load (ETL)
Oracle WebLogic 12c - Distinctive Recipes - Frank Munz 2013-01-01
"[An] anthology of best practice in administrating WebLogic 12c, large-scale deployments, performancetuning tools, the merged JVM, node manager, using JMX with your own applications, stuck threads, JDBC
myths, effectively detecting memory leaks, Java EE examples, Oracle Fusion Middleware and WebLogic in
the Could without the hype"--Page 4 of cover.
Oracle Soa Suite 11G Administrator's Handbook - Ahmed Aboulnaga 2012-08-24
The book explains core concepts while providing real world implementation specifics, detailing the
administration-related activities with Oracle SOA Suite 11g with a step-by-step approach using real-world
examples. The authors demonstrate the use of WLST scripts that administrators can reuse and extend to
perform most administration tasks such as deployments, tuning, migration, and installation. If you are an
Oracle SOA Suite administrator, WebLogic Server administrator, Database administrator, or developer that
needs to administer and secure your Oracle SOA Suite services and applications, then this book is for you.
Basic knowledge of Oracle SOA Suite Administration is beneficial, but not necessary.
NGINX Cookbook - Derek DeJonghe 2020-10-28
NGINX is one of the most widely used web servers available today, in part because of its capabilities as a
load balancer and reverse proxy server for HTTP and other network protocols. This cookbook provides
easy-to-follow examples to real-world problems in application delivery. The practical recipes will help you
set up and use either the open source or commercial offering to solve problems in various use cases. For
professionals who understand modern web architectures, such as n-tier or microservice designs, and
common web protocols including TCP and HTTP, these recipes provide proven solutions for security,
software load balancing, and monitoring and maintaining NGINX’s application delivery platform. You’ll also
explore advanced features of both NGINX and NGINX Plus, the free and licensed versions of this server.
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You’ll find recipes for: High-performance load balancing with HTTP, TCP, and UDP Securing access
through encrypted traffic, secure links, HTTP authentication subrequests, and more Deploying NGINX to
Google Cloud, AWS, and Azure cloud computing services Setting up and configuring NGINX Controller
Installing and configuring the NGINX Plus App Protect module Enabling WAF through Controller ADC
Oracle on LinuxONE - Susan Adamovich 2019-08-08
Oracle Database 12c running on Linux is available for deployment on IBM® LinuxONE. The enterprisegrade Linux on LinuxONE solution is designed to add value to Oracle Database solutions, including the new
functions that are introduced in Oracle Database 12c. In this IBM Redbooks® publication, we explore the
IBM and Oracle Alliance and describe how Oracle Database benefits from LinuxONE. We then explain how
to set up Linux guests to install Oracle Database 12c. We also describe how to use the Oracle Enterprise
Manager Cloud Control Agent to manage Oracle Database 12c Release 1. Additionally, we discuss
encryption for Oracle using Oracle Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) on Oracle 12c Release 2. We also
describe a successful consolidation project from sizing to migration, performance management topics, and
high availability. Finally, we end with a chapter about surrounding Oracle with Open Source software. The
audience for this publication includes database consultants, installers, administrators, and system
programmers. This publication is not meant to replace Oracle documentation, but to supplement it with our
experiences while installing and using Oracle products.
Temenos on IBM LinuxONE Best Practices Guide - Deana Coble 2020-02-11
The world's most successful banks run on IBM®, and increasingly IBM LinuxONE. Temenos, the global
leader in banking software, has worked alongside IBM for many years on banking deployments of all sizes.
This book marks an important milestone in that partnership. Temenos on IBM LinuxONE Best Practices
Guide shows financial organizations how they can combine the power and flexibility of the Temenos
solution with the IBM platform that is purpose built for the digital revolution.
Oracle Essentials - Rick Greenwald 2013-05-15
Written by experienced Oracle insiders, this essential guide distills a vast amount of information into an
easy-to-read volume that covers every aspect of the Oracle database. Readers of all technical levels will
learn about Oracle's features and technologies, including the product line, architecture, data structures,
networking, concurrency, tuning and much more. Augmented with illustrations and helpful hints, the fifth
edition of Oracle Essentials offers a valuable one-stop overview of Oracle Database 12c, Oracle's newest
database release. More comprehensible than huge complete references, and more detailed than most
primers, this book gives current Oracle users the conceptual background they need to understand how the
Oracle database truly works. For those new to Oracle, this all-in-one guide provides an essential
introduction that will get them up to speed.
Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Administration Cookbook - Dhananjay Papde 2014-10-28
Over 50 practical recipes to install, configure, and monitor your Oracle setup using Oracle Enterprise
Manager Overview Recipes for installing, configuring, and getting up and running with Oracle Enterprise
Manager. Set up automatic discovery, create and clone databases, and perform provisioning. Monitor
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Oracle Fusion Middleware, and remotely use incident and problem management using iPad/iPhone. In
Detail Oracle Enterprise Manager is a key tool for any Oracle Administrator, allowing them to manage their
Oracle installations and selected other applications, providing a one stop place to manage and maintain the
entire infrastructure in any organization. The Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Cookbook will give
administrators a head start towards implementing OEM in their organizations, by taking you through all the
aspects of installation, upgrade, configuration, and monitoring of various servers, databases, and various
Oracle Fusion Middleware components. Starting with the installation and upgrade of your OEM installation,
this book then takes you through the process of using OEM12c to configure and monitor your Oracle
application and database servers, including the various supported Oracle Fusion Middleware products. This
book will uncover various installations options (with simple advanced options) and various upgrade options.
The book will also cover monitoring the infrastructure using Action Session History Analytics. There are
recipes on creating, cloning databases, and creating templates. Additionally there are recipes on
Configuration of Oracle Business Intelligence, Oracle Golden Gate, Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher,
and Oracle Weblogic using OEM12c. What you will learn from this book Install OEM12c, with different
approaches for different circumstances Correctly Upgrade your installation to OEM12c Configure and
correctly set up the features of OEM12c Effectively Monitor using OEM12c, including the newly introduced
features Create and Clone databases via OEM12c Configure Oracle Business Intelligence in OEM12c
Configure Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher in OEM12c Configure Oracle Golden Gate in OEM12c
Configure iPhone/iPad for Incident and Problem Management in OEM12c Setting Up Application
Dependency and Performance (ADP) Manager in Cloud Control Setting Up JVM Diagnostics (JVMD)
Manager in Cloud Control Approach As a Packt Cookbook, you can expect this book to be full of useful and
practical recipes to common and important tasks faced by professional database administrators. Who this
book is written for This book is for Oracle Database, Middleware, System, and Infrastructure
Administrators. A basic understanding of Oracle Enterprise Manager is needed, as well as being
comfortable using command line environments.
Practical Oracle E-Business Suite - Syed Zaheer 2016-09-30
Learn to build and implement a robust Oracle E-Business Suite system using the new release, EBS 12.2.
This hands-on, real-world guide explains the rationale for using an Oracle E-Business Suite environment in
a business enterprise and covers the major technology stack changes from EBS version 11i through R12.2.
You will learn to build up an EBS environment from a simple single-node installation to a complex multinode high available setup. Practical Oracle E-Business Suite focuses on release R12.2, but key areas in
R12.1 are also covered wherever necessary. Detailed instructions are provided for the installation of EBS
R12.2 in single and multi-node configurations, the logic and methodology used in EBS patching, and cloning
of EBS single-node and complex multi-node environments configured with RAC. This book also provides
information on FMW used in EBS 12.2, as well as performance tuning and EBS 12.2 on engineered system
implementations. What You Will Learn:/bbr/pdivp/pulliUnderstand Oracle EBS software and the underlying
technology stack componentsbr/liliInstall/configure Oracle E-Business Suite R12.2 in simple and HA
complex setupsbr/liliManage Oracle EBS 12.2br/liliUse online patching (adop) for Installation of Oracle EBS
patchesbr/liliClone an EBS environment in simple and complex configurationsbr/liliPerform and tune Oracle
EBS in all layers (Application/DB/OS/NW)br/liliSecure E-Business Suite R12.2br/li/ul/divbrbWho This Book
Is For:/bp/pp/pp/pp/pp/pp/p Developers, data architects, and data scientists looking to integrate the most
successful big data open stack architecture and how to choose the correct technology in every layer
Oracle SOA Suite 12c Administrator's Guide - Arun Pareek 2015-11-27
A guide to everything an Oracle SOA Suite 12c administrator needs to hit the ground running About This
Book Understand core administrative tasks such as deployments, purging, startup and shutdown,
configuration, and backup and recovery Manage, monitor, and troubleshoot SOA composites and OSB
services Follow step-by-step instructions to easily and quickly install a highly available two-node cluster
Who This Book Is For With topic areas ranging from the simple to the complex, this book is intended for
novice, mid-level, and experienced administrators of the Oracle SOA Suite 12c platform as well as Oracle
WebLogic Server and Oracle Database administrators interested in diving into the product. What You Will
Learn Navigate Oracle Enterprise Manager Fusion Middleware Control Monitor and manage the Oracle
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SOA Suite 12 c infrastructure Deploy and promote code Monitor and manage services Configure and
administer the environment Manage the dehydration store and enterprise scheduler service Troubleshoot
Oracle SOA Suite 12c infrastructure Set up backups, recovery, and high availability In Detail Oracle SOA
Suite 12 c is the most comprehensive and integrated infrastructure on the market today that is used for
building applications based on service-oriented architecture. With the vast number of features and
capabilities that Oracle SOA Suite 12c has to offer comes numerous complexities and challenges for
administration. Oracle SOA Suite 12c Administrator's Guide covers all the core areas of administration
needed for you to effectively manage and monitor the Oracle SOA Suite environment and its transactions,
from deployments, to monitoring, to performance tuning, and much, much more. Manage, monitor, and
troubleshoot SOA composites and OSB services from a single product set. Understand core administrative
activities such as deployments, purging, startup and shutdown, configuration, backup, and recovery. Also
learn about new features such as Oracle Enterprise Scheduler, lazy loading, work manager groups, high
availability, and more. Style and approach Presented in a reference guide format where chapters can be
read in any sequence, this book explains the core concepts while providing real-world implementation
specifics, detailing the what, why, and how of all the administration-related activities that involve Oracle
SOA Suite 12c. We take a step-by-step approach and offers tips, instructions, and examples that you can
easily follow and execute.
High Availability and Disaster Recovery Options for DB2 for Linux, UNIX, and Windows - Stanislaw
Bartkowski 2012-10-18
As organizations strive to do more with less, IBM® DB2® for Linux, UNIX, and Windows provides various
built-in high availability features. DB2 further provides high availability solutions by using enterprise
system resources with broad support for clustering software, such as IBM PowerHA® SystemMirror®, IBM
Tivoli® System Automation for Multiplatforms (Tivoli SA MP), and Microsoft Windows Cluster Server. This
IBM Redbooks® publication describes the DB2 high availability functions and features, focusing on High
Availability Disaster Recovery (HADR) in the OLTP environment. The book provides a detailed description
of HADR, including setup, configuration, administration, monitoring, and preferred practices. This book
explains how to configure Cluster software PowerHA, Tivoli SA MP, and MSCS with DB2 and show how to
use these products to automate HADR takeover. DB2 also provides unprecedented enterprise-class disaster
recovery capability. This book covers single system view backup, backup and restore with snapshot backup,
and the db2recovery command, in detail. This book is intended for database administrators and information
management professionals who want to design, implement, and support a highly available DB2 system.
Tivoli Integration Scenarios - Redbooks Tivoli Integration Scenarios Team IBM 2011-01-11
This IBM® Redbooks® publication provides a broad view of how Tivoli® system management products
work together in several common scenarios. You must achieve seamless integration for operations
personnel to work with the solution. This integration is necessary to ensure that the product can be used
easily by the users. Product integration contains multiple dimensions, such as security, navigation, data and
task integrations. Within the context of the scenarios in this book, you see examples of these integrations.
The scenarios implemented in this book are largely based on the input from the integration team, and
several clients using IBM products. We based these scenarios on common real-life examples that IT
operations often have to deal with. Of course, these scenarios are only a small subset of the possible
integration scenarios that can be accomplished by the Tivoli products, but they were chosen to be
representative of the integration possibilities using the Tivoli products. We discuss these implementations
and benefits that are realized by these integrations, and also provide sample scenarios of how these
integrations work. This book is a reference guide for IT architects and IT specialists working on integrating
Tivoli products in real-life environments.
Advanced Case Management with IBM Case Manager - IBM Redbooks 2013-05-09
Performance and Capacity Themes for Cloud Computing - Elisabeth Stahl 2013-03-20
This IBM® RedpaperTM is the second in a series that addresses the performance and capacity
considerations of the evolving cloud computing model. The first Redpaper publication (Performance
Implications of Cloud Computing, REDP-4875) introduced cloud computing with its various deployment
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models, support roles, and offerings along with IT performance and capacity implications associated with
these deployment models and offerings. In this redpaper, we discuss lessons learned in the two years since
the first paper was written. We offer practical guidance about how to select workloads that work best with
cloud computing, and about how to address areas, such as performance testing, monitoring, service level
agreements, and capacity planning considerations for both single and multi-tenancy environments. We also
provide an example of a recent project where cloud computing solved current business needs (such as cost
reduction, optimization of infrastructure utilization, and more efficient systems management and reporting
capabilities) and how the solution addressed performance and capacity challenges. We conclude with a
summary of the lessons learned and a perspective about how cloud computing can affect performance and
capacity in the future.
PeopleSoft for the Oracle DBA - David Kurtz 2012-03-02
PeopleSoft for the Oracle DBA, Second Edition stands on the boundary between the PeopleSoft application
and the Oracle database. This new edition of David Kurtz's book is freshly revised, showing how to tame the
beast and manage Oracle successfully in a PeopleSoft environment. You’ll learn about PeopleSoft’s Internet
architecture and its use of Oracle’s Tuxedo Application Server. You’ll find full coverage of key database
issues such as indexing, connectivity, and tablespace usage as they apply to PeopleSoft. Kurtz also provides
some of the best advice and information to be found anywhere on managing and troubleshooting
performance issues in a PeopleSoft environment. The solid coverage of performance troubleshooting is
enough by itself to make PeopleSoft for the Oracle DBA a must-have book for any Oracle Database
administrator working in support of a PeopleSoft environment. Explains PeopleSoft’s technical architecture
as it relates to Oracle Database Demonstrates how to instrument and measure the performance of
PeopleSoft Provides techniques to troubleshoot and resolve performance problems
Linux System Administration - Tom Adelstein 2007-03-27
A guide geared toward seasoned Linux and Unix administrators offers practical knowledge for managing a
range of Linux systems and servers, covering such topics as installing servers, setting up e-mail systems,
and creating shell scripts.
Cloud Native Patterns - Cornelia Davis 2019-05-12
Summary Cloud Native Patternsis your guide to developing strong applications that thrive in the dynamic,
distributed, virtual world of the cloud. This book presents a mental model for cloud-native applications,
along with the patterns, practices, and tooling that set them apart. Purchase of the print book includes a
free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology Cloud
platforms promise the holy grail: near-zero downtime, infinite scalability, short feedback cycles, faulttolerance, and cost control. But how do you get there? By applying cloudnative designs, developers can
build resilient, easily adaptable, web-scale distributed applications that handle massive user traffic and
data loads. Learn these fundamental patterns and practices, and you'll be ready to thrive in the dynamic,
distributed, virtual world of the cloud. About the Book With 25 years of experience under her belt, Cornelia
Davis teaches you the practices and patterns that set cloud-native applications apart. With realistic
examples and expert advice for working with apps, data, services, routing, and more, she shows you how to
design and build software that functions beautifully on modern cloud platforms. As you read, you will start
to appreciate that cloud-native computing is more about the how and why rather than the where. What's
inside The lifecycle of cloud-native apps Cloud-scale configuration management Zero downtime upgrades,
versioned services, and parallel deploys Service discovery and dynamic routing Managing interactions
between services, including retries and circuit breakers About the Reader Requires basic software design
skills and an ability to read Java or a similar language. About the Author Cornelia Davis is Vice President of
Technology at Pivotal Software. A teacher at heart, she's spent the last 25 years making good software and
great software developers. Table of Contents PART 1 - THE CLOUD-NATIVE CONTEXT You keep using that
word: Defining "cloud-native" Running cloud-native applications in production The platform for cloud-native
software PART 2 - CLOUD-NATIVE PATTERNS Event-driven microservices: It's not just request/response
App redundancy: Scale-out and statelessness Application configuration: Not just environment variables The
application lifecycle: Accounting for constant change Accessing apps: Services, routing, and service
discovery Interaction redundancy: Retries and other control loops Fronting services: Circuit breakers and
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API gateways Troubleshooting: Finding the needle in the haystack Cloud-native data: Breaking the data
monolith
DataPower SOA Appliance Administration, Deployment, and Best Practices - Gerry Kaplan 2011-06-06
This IBM® Redbooks® publication focuses on operational and managerial aspects for DataPower®
appliance deployments. DataPower appliances provide functionality that crosses both functional and
organizational boundaries, which introduces unique management and operational challenges. For example,
a DataPower appliance can provide network functionality, such as load balancing, and at the same time,
provide enterprise service bus (ESB) capabilities, such as transformation and intelligent content-based
routing. This IBM Redbooks publication provides guidance at both a general and technical level for
individuals who are responsible for planning, installation, development, and deployment. It is not intended
to be a "how-to" guide, but rather to help educate you about the various options and methodologies that
apply to DataPower appliances. In addition, many chapters provide a list of suggestions.
Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration Handbook - Sam R. Alapati 2014-05-16
Best Practices for Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Configuration and Administration Maintain a highperformance enterprise application framework using the detailed information in this authoritative resource.
Through expert instruction and real-world examples, Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration
Handbook fully explains the latest management tools and techniques. Learn how to work from the Oracle
WebLogic Server Administration Console or command line, configure servers and clusters, deploy
applications, and optimize application performance. Tuning, troubleshooting, and load balancing are
thoroughly covered in this Oracle Press guide. Install Oracle WebLogic Server 12c or perform an upgrade
Manage domains, server instances, networks, and virtual hosts Work with the WebLogic Scripting Tool
feature and Node Manager Build custom network channels and resource adapters Monitor performance
with the WebLogic Diagnostics Framework feature Prioritize requests using Oracle WebLogic Server Work
Managers Configure Oracle WebLogic clusters and migrate servers and services Deploy web applications,
Enterprise JavaBeans, and Java EE modules Establish security realms and authenticate and authorize users
Allocate memory, optimize throughput, and tune the Java Virtual Machine
Building Cloud Apps with Microsoft Azure - Scott Guthrie 2014-07-18
This ebook walks you through a patterns-based approach to building real-world cloud solutions. The
patterns apply to the development process as well as to architecture and coding practices. The content is
based on a presentation developed by Scott Guthrie and delivered by him at the Norwegian Developers
Conference (NDC) in June of 2013 (part 1, part 2), and at Microsoft Tech Ed Australia in September 2013
(part 1, part 2). Many others updated and augmented the content while transitioning it from video to
written form. Who should read this book Developers who are curious about developing for the cloud, are
considering a move to the cloud, or are new to cloud development will find here a concise overview of the
most important concepts and practices they need to know. The concepts are illustrated with concrete
examples, and each chapter includes links to other resources that provide more in-depth information. The
examples and the links to additional resources are for Microsoft frameworks and services, but the
principles illustrated apply to other web development frameworks and cloud environments as well.
Developers who are already developing for the cloud may find ideas here that will help make them more
successful. Each chapter in the series can be read independently, so you can pick and choose topics that
you're interested in. Anyone who watched Scott Guthrie's "Building Real World Cloud Apps with Windows
Azure" presentation and wants more details and updated information will find that here. Assumptions This
ebook expects that you have experience developing web applications by using Visual Studio and ASP.NET.
Familiarity with C# would be helpful in places.
Release It! - Michael T. Nygard 2018-01-08
A single dramatic software failure can cost a company millions of dollars - but can be avoided with simple
changes to design and architecture. This new edition of the best-selling industry standard shows you how to
create systems that run longer, with fewer failures, and recover better when bad things happen. New
coverage includes DevOps, microservices, and cloud-native architecture. Stability antipatterns have grown
to include systemic problems in large-scale systems. This is a must-have pragmatic guide to engineering for
production systems. If you're a software developer, and you don't want to get alerts every night for the rest
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of your life, help is here. With a combination of case studies about huge losses - lost revenue, lost
reputation, lost time, lost opportunity - and practical, down-to-earth advice that was all gained through
painful experience, this book helps you avoid the pitfalls that cost companies millions of dollars in downtime
and reputation. Eighty percent of project life-cycle cost is in production, yet few books address this topic.
This updated edition deals with the production of today's systems - larger, more complex, and heavily
virtualized - and includes information on chaos engineering, the discipline of applying randomness and
deliberate stress to reveal systematic problems. Build systems that survive the real world, avoid downtime,
implement zero-downtime upgrades and continuous delivery, and make cloud-native applications resilient.
Examine ways to architect, design, and build software - particularly distributed systems - that stands up to
the typhoon winds of a flash mob, a Slashdotting, or a link on Reddit. Take a hard look at software that
failed the test and find ways to make sure your software survives. To skip the pain and get the
experience...get this book.
Advanced Weblogic Server Automation: Administration and Monitoring with Wlst and Jmx - Martin Heinzl
2014-06-05
All production environments need automated, auditable, and reproducible processes. This book discusses
how to automate all aspects of WebLogic, an essential prerequisite for all production environments. The
WebLogic Server platform is recognized as one of the leading J2EE application servers and is the
foundation of the Fusion Middleware platform. It is well suited for a variety of different application
architectures including modern grid and cloud infrastructures. A large number of WebLogic installations
from a single server to thousands of servers exist all over the world. Complex environments may consist of
hundreds of domains and thousands of managed-servers. It is impossible for an administrator group to
maintain all those servers with manual tasks or the web console. This book is written based on 15+ years of
experience with many real architecture and consultancy assignments, and includes tips based on lessons
learned from real project experience. Its main focus is to teach readers who are already familiar with
WebLogic how to use the powerful automation APIs to operate WebLogic in small to very complex
environments. This book includes many practical examples that can be easily adapted to the reader's needs.
This book does not use the WebLogic GUI nor talk about J2EE programming; it focuses on automation only.
A comprehensive code download of powerful WLST and JMX scripts is also provided.
Puppet Best Practices - Chris Barbour 2018-08-24
If you maintain or plan to build Puppet infrastructure, this practical guide will take you a critical step
further with best practices for managing the task successfully. Authors Chris Barbour and Jo Rhett present
best-in-class design patterns for deploying Puppet environments and discuss the impact of each. The
conceptual designs and implementation patterns in this book will help you create solutions that are easy to
extend, maintain, and support. Essential for companies upgrading their Puppet deployments, this book
teaches you powerful new features and implementation models that weren’t available in the older versions.
DevOps engineers will learn how best to deploy Puppet with long-term maintenance and future growth in
mind. Explore Puppet’s design philosophy and data structures Get best practices for using Puppet’s
declarative language Examine Puppet resources in depth—the building blocks of state management Learn
to model and describe business and site-specific logic in Puppet See best-in-class models for multitiered
data management with Hiera Explore available options and community experience for node classification
Utilize r10k to simplify and accelerate Puppet change management Review the cost benefits of creating
your own extensions to Puppet Get detailed advice for extending Puppet in a maintainable manner
Expert Oracle Exadata - Martin Bach 2015-08-29
Expert Oracle Exadata, 2nd Edition opens up the internals of Oracle's Exadata platform so that you can
fully benefit from the most performant and scalable database hardware appliance capable of running
Oracle Database. This edition is fully-updated to cover Exadata 5-2 and Oracle Database 12c. If you're new
to Exadata, you'll soon learn that it embodies a change in how you think about and manage relational
databases. A key part of that change lies in the concept of offloading SQL processing to the storage layer.
In addition there is Oracle's engineering effort in creating a powerful platform for both consolidation and
transaction processing. The resulting value proposition in the form of Exadata has truly been a gamechanger. Expert Oracle Exadata, 2nd Edition provides a look at the internals and how the combination of
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hardware and software that comprise Exadata actually work. Authors include Martin Bach, Andy Colvin,
and Frits Hoogland, with contributions from Karl Arao, and built on the foundation laid by Kerry Osborne,
Randy Johnson, and Tanel Poder in the first edition. They share their real-world experience gained through
a great many Exadata implementations, possibly more than any other group of experts today. Always their
goal is toward helping you advance your career through success with Exadata in your own environment.
This book is intended for readers who want to understand what makes the platform tick and for
whom—"how" it does what it is does is as important as what it does. By being exposed to the features that
are unique to Exadata, you will gain an understanding of the mechanics that will allow you to fully benefit
from the advantages that the platform provides. This book changes how you think about managing SQL
performance and processing. It provides a roadmap to successful Exadata implementation. And it removes
the "black box" mystique. You'll learn how Exadata actually works and be better able to manage your
Exadata engineered systems in support of your business. This book: Changes the way you think about
managing SQL performance and processing Provides a roadmap to successful Exadata implementation
Removes the "black box" mystique, showing how Exadata actually works
Implementing Oracle Integration Cloud Service - Robert van Molken 2017-01-20
Understand everything you need to know about Oracle's Integration Cloud Service and how to utilize it
optimally for your business About This Book The only guide to Integration Cloud Service in the market
Focused on practical action to deliver business value A professional's guide to an expensive product,
providing comprehensive training, and showing how to extract real business value from the product Who
This Book Is For This book is ideal for any IT professional working with ICS, any Oracle application or cloud
solution developer or analyst who wants to work with ICS to deliver business value. What You Will Learn
Use ICS to integrate different systems together without needing to be a developer Gain understanding of
what a number of technologies and standards provide – without needing to understand the fine details of
those standards and technologies Understand the use of connectors that Oracle provide from technology
based connections such as file and database connections to SaaS solutions ranging from Salesforce to
Twitter Enrich data and extend SaaS integration to route to different instances Utilize a number of tools to
help develop and check that your integrations work before connecting to live systems Introduce and explain
integration concepts so that the integrations created are maintainable and sustainable for the longer term
Provide details on how to keep up to date with the features that Oracle and partners provide in the future
Get special connections developed to work with ICS In Detail Businesses are built on data, and applications
that access that data. In modern businesses the same cloud-based data stores and applications might be
accessed by hundreds of different applications from thousands of different devices via APIs. To make this
happen, APIs must be wired together i.e. integrated. Oracle Integration Cloud Service provides a complete
method for integrating enterprise applications in the cloud. Integration Cloud Service (ICS) provides a
cloud hosted means to integrate systems together using a graphical means to define and represent
integrations. This book will be a comprehensive, hands-on guide to building successful, high-availability
integrations on ICS. This book sets out to demonstrate how ICS can be used to effectively implement
integrations that work both in the cloud and on premise. It starts with a fast, practical introduction to what
ICS can do for your business and then shows how ICS allows you to develop integrations not only quickly
but in a way that means they are maintainable and extensible. Gradually it moves into more advanced
integrations, showing how to achieve sophisticated results with ICS and work with external applications.
Finally the book shows you how to monitor cloud apps and go beyond ICS to build even more powerful
integrated applications. By the end of the book, you will the knowledge on how to use ICS to solve your own
integration needs and harness the technologies in a maintainable and sustainable manner. Style and
approach This book will take a pragmatic approach and will be a business-focused guide to delivering
business value with ICS.
Mastering Oracle GoldenGate - Ravinder Gupta 2016-11-01
Master Oracle GoldenGate technology on multiple database platforms using this step-by-step
implementation guide. Learn about advanced features to use in building a robust, high-availability
replication system. Provided are detailed illustration of Oracle GoldenGate concepts, GoldenGate tools and
add-ons, as well as illustrative examples. The book covers Oracle GoldenGate for Oracle database, and also
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discusses setup and configuration for other common databases such as IBM DB2, SYBASE ASE, MySQL,
and Microsoft SQL Server. The technology landscape is fast-changing, and Mastering Oracle GoldenGate
stays current by covering the new features included in Oracle GoldenGate 12c. The book covers both
classic capture and integrated capture, as well as delivery. Also covered are Oracle GoldenGate security
and performance tuning, to keep your system secure and performing at its best. You will learn to monitor
your GoldenGate system using tools that come with Oracle GoldenGate management pack, as well as using
shell scripts. Troubleshooting is well-illustrated with examples: Covering Oracle GoldenGate technology
across common database brands Discussing high-performing and secure replication environments Speaking
to replication in Big Data and cloud computing environments What You Will Learn Implement Oracle
GoldenGate for real time replication Secure and tune your replication environment for high performance
Administer your Oracle GoldenGate environment Learn troubleshooting approaches with help of examples
Make use of GoldenGate Management Pack and its API Feed live data into Big Data and cloud-based
systems Who This Book Is For Database professionals who have chosen to ride the Oracle GoldenGate roller
coaster for real-time replication solutions. The book is for beginners as well as professionals who are willing
to master the leading replication technology in the industry. It is an excellent choice for professionals who
are implementing or maintaining Oracle GoldenGate replication environments on any of the major database
management system platforms.
Mastering Enterprise JavaBeans - Ed Roman 2004-12-22
Includes more than 30 percent revised material and five new chapters, covering the new 2.1 features such
as EJB Timer Service and JMS as well as the latest open source Java solutions The book was developed as
part of TheServerSide.com online EJB community, ensuring a built-in audience Demonstrates how to build
an EJB system, program with EJB, adopt best practices, and harness advanced EJB concepts and
techniques, including transactions, persistence, clustering, integration, and performance optimization
Offers practical guidance on when not to use EJB and how to use simpler, less costly open source
technologies in place of or in conjunction with EJB
Cloud Security and Privacy - Tim Mather 2009-09-04
You may regard cloud computing as an ideal way for your company to control IT costs, but do you know
how private and secure this service really is? Not many people do. With Cloud Security and Privacy, you'll
learn what's at stake when you trust your data to the cloud, and what you can do to keep your virtual
infrastructure and web applications secure. Ideal for IT staffers, information security and privacy
practitioners, business managers, service providers, and investors alike, this book offers you sound advice
from three well-known authorities in the tech security world. You'll learn detailed information on cloud
computing security that-until now-has been sorely lacking. Review the current state of data security and
storage in the cloud, including confidentiality, integrity, and availability Learn about the identity and access
management (IAM) practice for authentication, authorization, and auditing of the users accessing cloud
services Discover which security management frameworks and standards are relevant for the cloud
Understand the privacy aspects you need to consider in the cloud, including how they compare with
traditional computing models Learn the importance of audit and compliance functions within the cloud, and
the various standards and frameworks to consider Examine security delivered as a service-a different facet
of cloud security
Oracle BPM Suite 11g Developer's Cookbook - Vivek Acharya 2012-01-01
This book is written in simple, easy to understand format with lots of screenshots and step-by-step
explanations. If you are a BPM developer, looking to develop robust BPM solutions without impediments,
then this is the best guide for you. This book assumes that you have a fundamental knowledge of BPM.
Cloud Computing Bible - Barrie Sosinsky 2010-12-10
The complete reference guide to the hot technology of cloud computing Its potential for lowering IT costs
makes cloud computing a major force for both IT vendors and users; it is expected to gain momentum
rapidly with the launch of Office Web Apps later this year. Because cloud computing involves various
technologies, protocols, platforms, and infrastructure elements, this comprehensive reference is just what
you need if you?ll be using or implementing cloud computing. Cloud computing offers significant cost
savings by eliminating upfront expenses for hardware and software; its growing popularity is expected to
advanced-weblogic-server-automation-administration-and-monitoring-with-wlst-and-jmx-volume-46-oracle-in-focus-series

skyrocket when Microsoft introduces Office Web Apps This comprehensive guide helps define what cloud
computing is and thoroughly explores the technologies, protocols, platforms and infrastructure that make it
so desirable Covers mobile cloud computing, a significant area due to ever-increasing cell phone and
smartphone use Focuses on the platforms and technologies essential to cloud computing Anyone involved
with planning, implementing, using, or maintaining a cloud computing project will rely on the information
in Cloud Computing Bible.
BMC Control-M 7 - Qiang Ding 2012-10-10
Master one of the world?s most powerful enterprise workload automation tools? BMC Control-M 7 - using
this book and eBook.
Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud Control 12c Deep Dive - Michael New 2013-06-05
Master Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud Control 12c Achieve peak database efficiency and derive
unprecedented value from your corporate assets by implementing an end-to-end cloud computing solution.
Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud Control 12c Deep Dive thoroughly explains best practices for
deployment, administration, and monitoring. Learn how to prepare and install Oracle Enterprise Manager
Cloud Control 12c, use agents, apply system-wide patches, perform real-time diagnostics, and discover,
monitor, and administer hosts, databases, and middleware. Security and select plug-ins are also fully
covered in this Oracle Press guide. Install and configure Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud Control 12c
Deploy management agents in one of six available ways Handle security with Cloud Control administrators,
roles, and credentials Track performance with SQL monitoring and Active Session History (ASH) analytics
Dynamically provision middleware and enterprise applications Work with Oracle Exadata and Oracle
Exalogic Elastic Cloud Force policy compliance and employ global change detection Manage and monitor
hosts, virtual machines, and server pools
Pro Oracle Fusion Applications - Tushar Thakker 2015-09-02
Pro Oracle Fusion Applications is your one-stop source for help with installing Oracle’s Fusion Applications
suite in your on-premise environment. It also aids in the monitoring and ongoing administration of your
Fusion environment. Author Tushar Thakker is widely known for his writings and expertise on Oracle
Fusion Applications, and now he brings his accumulated wisdom to you in the form of this convenient
handbook. Provisioning an Oracle Fusion Applications infrastructure is a daunting task. You’ll have to plan
a suitable topology and install the required database, an enterprise-wide identity management solution, and
the applications themselves—all while working with a wide variety of people who may not always be
accustomed to working together. Pro Oracle Fusion Applications provides a path to success that you won’t
want to be without. Beyond installation, Pro Oracle Fusion Applications provides excellent guidance on
managing, monitoring, diagnostics, and troubleshooting your environment. The book also covers patching,
a mundane but essential task that must be done regularly to keep your installation protected and running
smoothly. The comprehensive and wide-ranging coverage makes Pro Oracle Fusion Applications an
important book for anyone with responsibility for installation and ongoing management of an Oracle Fusion
Applications installation.
Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Advanced Administration Cookbook - Dalton Iwazaki 2013-01-01
Using real life problems and simple solutions this book will make any issue seem small. WebLogic Server
books can be a bit dry but Dalton keeps the tone light and ensures no matter how complex the problem you
always feel like you have someone right there with you helping you along. This book is ideal for those who
know the basics of WebLogic but want to dive deeper and get to grips with more advanced topics. So if you
are a datacenter operator, system administrator or even a Java developer this book could be exactly what
you are looking for to take you one step further with Oracle WebLogic Serv.
Continuous Delivery in Java - Daniel Bryant 2018-11-09
Continuous delivery adds enormous value to the business and the entire software delivery lifecycle, but
adopting this practice means mastering new skills typically outside of a developer’s comfort zone. In this
practical book, Daniel Bryant and Abraham Marín-Pérez provide guidance to help experienced Java
developers master skills such as architectural design, automated quality assurance, and application
packaging and deployment on a variety of platforms. Not only will you learn how to create a comprehensive
build pipeline for continually delivering effective software, but you’ll also explore how Java application
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architecture and deployment platforms have affected the way we rapidly and safely deliver new software to
production environments. Get advice for beginning or completing your migration to continuous delivery
Design architecture to enable the continuous delivery of Java applications Build application artifacts
including fat JARs, virtual machine images, and operating system container (Docker) images Use
continuous integration tooling like Jenkins, PMD, and find-sec-bugs to automate code quality checks Create
a comprehensive build pipeline and design software to separate the deploy and release processes Explore
why functional and system quality attribute testing is vital from development to delivery Learn how to
effectively build and test applications locally and observe your system while it runs in production
Using IBM Enterprise Records - Whei-Jen Chen 2015-05-29
Records management helps users address evolving governance mandates to meet regulatory, legal, and
fiduciary requirements. Proactive adherence to information retention policies and procedures is a critical
facet of any compliance strategy. IBM® Enterprise Records helps organizations enforce centralized policy
management for file plans, retention schedules, legal preservation holds, and auditing. IBM Enterprise
Records enables your organization to securely capture, declare, classify, store, and dispose of electronic
and physical records. In this IBM Redbooks® publication, we introduce the records management concept
and provide an overview of IBM Enterprise Records. We address records management topics, including the
retention schedule, file plan, records ingestion and declaration, records disposition, records hold, and
Enterprise Records application programming interfaces (APIs). We also use a case study to describe stepby-step instructions to implement a sample records management solution using Enterprise Records. We
provide concrete examples of how to perform tasks, such as file plan creation, records ingestion and
declaration, records disposition, and records hold. This book helps you to understand the records
management concept, the IBM Enterprise Records features and capabilities, and its use.
Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration I Exam 1Z0-133 - Gustavo Garnica 2017-12-15
Use this comprehensive guide to study for the Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration I Exam 1Z0-133.
This book is a unique introductory resource to the WebLogic Server certification for new Oracle Fusion
Middleware administrators and a valuable resource for veteran WebLogic Server administrators seeking to
update their skills for the 12c certification topics. It is common sense that passing a certification exam
requires a good command of the subject matter, understanding the intricacies surrounding its practice, and
having sufficient experience working with the concepts. This book aims to accelerate the process by
providing an accurate review of all exam topics, suggesting hands-on practices to gain or reinforce
experience working with WebLogic Server, and introducing questions to help candidates become familiar
with the format and style of questions found on the actual certification exam. Oracle WebLogic Server 12c
Administration I Exam 1Z0-133 covers the associate level certification with Oracle. Although not dedicated
to exam 1Z0-599, the guide is also a valuable foundational resource for those preparing for WebLogic
Server 12c implementation specialist level certification. This book: Inspects the certification topics in the
order that you would likely follow in an on-the-job middleware infrastructure project Is a great resource for
candidates preparing for the certification, who are unable to start with live or personally-assisted training
Is a great starting point for those pursuing advanced Oracle WebLogic Server certifications What You’ll
Learn Cover all topics on the certification exam 1Z0-133 Become familiar with the types and format of
questions on the certification exam Understand and properly describe Oracle WebLogic Server domains
and clusters Install, configure, maintain, and monitor Oracle WebLogic Server Deploy and manage
applications on Oracle WebLogic Server Discover how to use new administration features of Oracle
WebLogic Server 12c Who This Book Is For Certified Oracle WebLogic administrators seeking to update
their Oracle WebLogic Server credentials, as well as experienced WebLogic Server administrators seeking
to earn certification for the first time. Non-Oracle administrators seeking to earn a WebLogic Server
certification will also find this book useful.
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Expert Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c - Kellyn Pot'Vin 2013-08-13
Enterprise Manager 12c (EM12c), Oracle’s newest and fully-integrated enterprise management product,
now provides a complete cloud lifecycle management solution and enterprise environment management
interface. Expert Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c opens up the secrets of this incredible management tool,
saving you time while enhancing your visibility as someone management can rely upon to deliver reliable
database service in today’s increasingly chaotic and change-driven IT environment. Expert Oracle
Enterprise Manager 12c covers all the topics you demand and need to function effectively, from basic
monitoring and configuration to advanced metric extensions and plugins. Real-life scenarios and
demonstrations place you in the comfort zone of using the EM12c console, and the experienced author
team provides deep understanding of the inner workings of this new Enterprise Manager. Database
administrators and system administrators are expected to offer increasing levels of service for 24X7
systems and newer cloud environments. Em12c offers robust, end-to-end intelligent management of the
complete environment. It includes direct, real-time integration with Oracle’s online knowledgebase. Expert
Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c helps you master this important tool and manage any challenge that comes
your way. Provides example solutions to everyday problems through EM12c features. Explains the changes
in EM12c, included trusted extensions. Focuses on advanced aspects of the EM12c interface.
Spring Boot in Action - Craig Walls 2015-12-16
Summary A developer-focused guide to writing applications using Spring Boot. You'll learn how to bypass
the tedious configuration steps so that you can concentrate on your application's behavior. Purchase of the
print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the
Technology The Spring Framework simplifies enterprise Java development, but it does require lots of
tedious configuration work. Spring Boot radically streamlines spinning up a Spring application. You get
automatic configuration and a model with established conventions for build-time and runtime
dependencies. You also get a handy command-line interface you can use to write scripts in Groovy.
Developers who use Spring Boot often say that they can't imagine going back to hand configuring their
applications. About the Book Spring Boot in Action is a developer-focused guide to writing applications
using Spring Boot. In it, you'll learn how to bypass configuration steps so you can focus on your
application's behavior. Spring expert Craig Walls uses interesting and practical examples to teach you both
how to use the default settings effectively and how to override and customize Spring Boot for your unique
environment. Along the way, you'll pick up insights from Craig's years of Spring development experience.
What's Inside Develop Spring apps more efficiently Minimal to no configuration Runtime metrics with the
Actuator Covers Spring Boot 1.3 About the Reader Written for readers familiar with the Spring Framework.
About the Author Craig Walls is a software developer, author of the popular book Spring in Action, Fourth
Edition, and a frequent speaker at conferences. Table of Contents Bootstarting Spring Developing your first
Spring Boot application Customizing configuration Testing with Spring Boot Getting Groovy with the Spring
Boot CLI Applying Grails in Spring Boot Taking a peek inside with the Actuator Deploying Spring Boot
applications APPENDIXES Spring Boot developer tools Spring Boot starters Configuration properties
Spring Boot dependencies
Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud Control 12c - Porus Homi Havewala 2012-01-01
This book is a practical step-by-step tutorial with screenshots for carrying out tasks showing you how to
manage and administer your data center with Oracle Enterprise Manager. It is packed with best practices
and tips that will help you benefit from the author's extensive experience of working with Oracle Enterprise
Manager since at least a decade, and combined with his 25+ years IT industry experience. If you are a Data
Center, IT or Database Team manager who wants to take advantage of the automation and compliance
benefits of Enterprise Manager 12c Cloud Control, then Oracle Enterprise Mana.
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